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Condorlube TF 05 
Polimer based drawing lubricant 
 

Physical-Chemical Properties 

Physical State    : Beige viscous liquid 

pH     : 11 +/- 0,5 

Chemical composition   : Synthetic lubricants and polymers 

 

Typical use 

CONDORLUBE TF 05 is mainly used as lubricating carrier in tubes and bars drawing processes on 

replacement of traditional conversion processes ( phosphating, oxalating or non reactive salts). 

The balanced formula of the components allows, moreover, to exploit the coating formed with 

CONDROLUBE TF 05 without further soaps deposition and, often, without using oils. 

 

Application conditions 

For bars and tubes having diameter higher than 50 mm the product have to be used diluting it with 

10-20% of demineralised water while for tubes having diameter smaller than 50 mm the product can 

be diluted with demineralised water till a concentration of 50% in order to reduce the viscosity of it. 

The treatment can be carried out from room temperature up to 40°C by a short immersion. It is 

advisable to use heating systems that do not create local temperature higher than 120-130°C 

avoiding to destroy the polymer component. 

The solution have to be gently circulated or agitated before use in order to have an homogenous 

composition thru the entire thank. 

It advisable not to use air in order to avoid foam formation that could affect the quality of the 

deposition and to separate the square bars to assure the penetration of the fluid between the 

contact point. 

The treated tubes and bars have to be drained in inclined position and is advisable to change the 

inclination one time during the draining. 

After draining the tubes/bars have to be dried in a oven for 30 minutes at a temperature of 100°C or 

for 60 minutes at a temperature of 70°C. 

In order to help to dry the deposit it is advisable to keep, in the oven, the tubes/bars in inclined 

position. 

Temperature in the oven should not exceed a temperature of 120°C. Before to proceed with the 

drawing it is strictly recommended to verify that the deposit is completely dry. 

The deposit, after drawing, can be removed with a standard hot alkaline degreasing bath of 

Condorine serie.  


